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Topological defects in Ginzburg-Landau functional

F. Bethuel

Abstract
In these notes we survey some results which relate the Ginzburg-Landau

equation topological defects. We describe the various concentration phenomena
underlying this analysis. The material of these notes is inspired by an earlier
survey with L. Almeida and G. Orlandi [3].

1 Introduction

The asymptotic analysis for Ginzburg-Landau equations has been broadly inves-
tigated in the last decade. The purpose of this paper is to review some results both
in the scalar and complex case. In particular we try to emphasize some analogies and
differences between the two theories.

Our main focus will be the elliptic Ginzburg-Landau equation on a smooth, bounded
domain ft of RN

(GL)e -Aue = —^VuV{ue) in ft ,

for functions ue : ft —>• M.d, N > 1, d > 1, and V represents a non-convex smooth
non-negative potential on Rd. Here e > 0 denotes a small parameter (a characterisitc
lenght), and we are specially interested in the asymptotic limit e —>• 0.

This equation corresponds to the Euler-Lagrange equation for the Ginzburg-Landau
functional

In Jn 2 e2

The set
S = {y G Rd , V(y) = 0},

which we assume to be non-void, is sometimes called the vacuum manifold in the
physical literature and plays an important role in the asymptotic analysis. Indeed,
since the potential is non-negative, it achieves its infimum on E, and therefore the
equation forces u£ to take values close to E for small e in appropriate energy regimes.
This however might not be true uniformly on ft. We will call defects the points where
u£ is far from S. The nature of the defects is essentially topological, and for that
reason the topology of E will enter directly in the discussion.



The energy Se has been introduced in the early fifties by Ginzburg and Landau
in order to describe phase transitions in condensed matter Physics (more precisely,
at low temperature). The nature of the predicted defects (e.g. points, lines, walls)
depends crucially on d and £ (see [23]). Among the many variants of Ginzburg-
Landau functional, there are in particular those including electromagnetic effects, as
for instance in superconductivity. Related models have been developed in particle
physics (as for examples, Yang-Mills-Higgs theory).

In this paper we will focus on the cases d — 1 and d — 2 (i.e. u real or complex-
valued). Moreover we assume that the potential is given by

( 1 - 114 2\2

V(u) =

Note that in this case

£ = {-1,1} i f d = l , S - 5 1 if d = 2,

where Sl is the unit circle in M2. In the first case, i.e. d — 1, the non-connectedness of
£ yields typically codimension one defects, whereas in the second case, i.e. d — 2, £ is
not simply connected and allows for defects of codimension two. In Section 2 we will
briefly show that the typical energy needed to observe a topological defect for d — 1
is of order e"1, whereas it is of order |loge| for d — 2.

With this choice of potential, (GL)e writes

(GL)e -Au£ = i « e ( l - \ue\
2).

We assume throughout that the solutions u£ verify the bound

(Ho) £s{ul) < Mok£
£,

where Mo is a fixed positive constant, and the definition of ke depends on the dimension
d, namely we set

ke = - if d = 1, ke = \loge\ if d = 2 .

The definition of ke in both cases d — 1 and d — 2 should be related to the energy
cost needed for a single defect (we will develop this notion later). In order to analyze
the asymptotic properties of solutions to (GL)e we consider two kinds of objects.

The first ones describe the topological defects of u£: for d = 1 it is simply given by
the gradient Vwe, whereas for d = 2 it is the jacobian Jue, defined as the 2-form

Jue — du\ A du2
e .

Although this may not be obvious at first glance, they are bounded in suitable norms
independently of e and therefore do not need any kind of renormalization. It can



be shown (see Section 2) that in the asymptotic limit e —> 0 they concentrate on
codimension d rectifiable sets in f2, called respectively the jump set and the vorticity
set. This fact is not related to the equation (GL)e, but due only to the energy bound
(Ho) and properties of the functional ££. Passing to subsequences, the limiting object
J* is a bounded vector measure on Q,. In Section 2 we will discuss in more details the
structure of J*.

The second objects are the renormalized energy densities given by the Radon mea-
sures /ie, defined on Q,,

ee(ue(x))
tie — — , ax.

k£

In view of assumption (Ho), fie is a bounded measure, independently of e. We may
therefore assume, up to a subsequence en —>• 0, that there exists a Radon measure //*
defined on Q such that

He —̂  [j,* as measures.

In the asymptotic limit e —> 0, there is a simple relation between the quantities
introduced so far, namely

P*II<QM, (i)
where C\ — A/2/3 and C2 — 1. Moreover these bounds are sharp. This relation will
be discussed in Section 2. The structure of /z* is easier to analyze than that of J*.
Indeed, it is possible to derive directly equations governing /i*, using (GL)£, whereas
this is not so clear for J*. The structure of //* can be summarized as follows.

Theorem 1. (Structure of /x*) There exists a subset EM in O, such that the following
properties hold.

i) SM is closed in Q and for any compact subset K C Q \ SM

|we(x)| —> 1 uniformly on K as s —>• 0.

Moroever,

nN~d(^) < KM0.

ii) The measure /i* can be exactly decomposed as

N Nd (2)

in) In case d — 1, g = 07 while for d — 2, g — IV^*]2; where the function ^* is
harmonic on Q.

iv) the function 0*(-) is bounded, and there exists r\ > 0 such that the set EM is
(N — d)-rectifiable and

forU"-d a.e. i t

^'N_)]
d > v,



In the case d — 1, Theorem 1 has been proved by Hutchinson and Tonegawa
[17] (see also Modica-Mortola [25] for the minimizing case and Ilmanen [18] for the
corresponding heat flow).

In the case d = 2, Theorem 1 as stated has been proved in [8, 10], but the arguments
have been developed during the last decade in particular in [7, 32, 11, 27, 21, 22, 8,
20, 1, 13, 9].

In view of the decomposition (2), /x* can be split into two parts. A diffuse part
2, and a concentrated part

An important difference between the scalar and the complex case is that in the scalar
case there is no diffuse part (i.e. g = 0). The presence of the diffuse term in the
complex case is due to the possible oscillating behavior of the phase. This part is
harmonic. In other words, in the complex case, the energy has two different modes:

- the linear mode, corresponding to <£*;
- the topological mode, corresponding to v*.

Concerning J* we have also, as a consequence of (1),

supp J . C S , , . (3)

In some cases the inclusions in (3) are strict. Note also that in the critical dimension
N — d the concentration set SM reduces to a finite set, in particular the measures
v% are given by a finite sum of Dirac masses with positive coefficients bounded from
above and from below.

The next step is to derive further properties for the concentration set £^. In the
critical dimension N — d, it turns out that the points of EM have to be critical for a
new renormalized energy. If N > d, then we will see that the concentration set SM is
stationary in the sense of varifolds (i.e. it is a generalized minimal surface).

A second class of problems of physical interest are the associated evolution prob-
lems, such as the nonlinear heat flow equation

u£

u

di
d

(x,
six

t

o) =
Au

--4
= 9e

? —

\x)
(x)

l\u6
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for
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n
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in Q x (0
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,+oo),

+oo),
(PGL)£

and the nonlinear Schrodinger equation

u£{ ^ ) in f ix(0 ,+oo) ,

ue(x, 0) = u°(x) for a.e. x € O ,
u£(x,t) — g£{x) for a.e. (x,t) 6 dfi x (0, +oo).We will not discuss here the results obtained for these problems (except the existence

problem for travelling waves in (NLS)e). Let us mention however, that their study
relies heavily, for some aspects, on the analysis developed for the elliptic case.



2 Analysis of the topological defects

In this Section we review some results concerning the jumps and vorticity sets. As
mentioned, the results here rely only on properties of the Ginzburg-Landau functionals
£e and are completely independent of the equation (GL)e.

2.1 The scalar case

The properties of the Ginzburg-Landau functional £e in the scalar case d — 1 have been
extensively investigated in the 80's, in particular by the De Giorgi school (starting with
the seminal work by Modica-Mortola [25], and [24]) and also, motivated by physical
questions, since the works by Gurtin and Sternberg [16, 31]. Let us consider families
{V£}Q<£<I of scalar functions defined on 17, verifying a bound of the form

E£(v£) < Moke = ^ , (4)

where MQ > 0 is independent on e. Clearly such a bound does not yield any control
on the L2 norm of the gradient. However, estimate (4) is sufficient to derive some
compactness, in particular for the jump set. More precisely, the following holds.

Proposition 2.1. Let (V£)£>Q a sequence such that

Then, for a subsequence sn —> 0;

v£ -> v* m L1

where v*(x) G {—1,1} /or a.e. x G fi, and v* G £?F(fi).

Sketch of proof: we have

Hence, from the inequality ab < | (a 2 + 62), it holds

V2
n

\Vve\\l - k | 2 | < 4= / |V^£|
2 + Y- f (1 - \ve\

2)2 < V2MQ , (5)
v 2 Jn Ae Jn

that is
/• ,—

(6)n
where ((t) — t—t3/3. This yields a uniform bound in W1'1 for ((v£), and a subsequence
((v£n) converges therefore weakly in BV(Q), hence strongly in Ll. So does v£n —

sj). Moreover, since £(v*) = |u*, we have

2 Jn
(7)



by (6) and lower semicontinuity of total variation. Hence v* E BV{ti).

•
Notice that Proposition 2.1 states that ^7v£n converges in VT"1'1 to J* = Vi>*, and

that the limiting jump set J* is a bounded measure.

Remark 2.1. i) Let us emphasize that condition (4) does not imply that the sequence
ve is bounded in BV. A simple example in dimension one is given by

ve(x) = 1 + £1/2 s in ( - ) , for - 1 < x < 1.

Clearly the maps v£ satisfy (4) but they are not equibounded in BV.

ii) On the other hand, one may prove that given any sequence v£ satisfying (4) there
exists another sequence ve verifying also (4) which is equibounded in BV and which
is close to the original sequence v£ in the following sense:

\vP - ->• 0 a s e ->• 0 .

The main point is to get rid of the possible small oscillations of v£ on the set where
it takes values close to +1 and — 1. This is achieved by a composition with a suitable
projection on S = {—1,1}.

The fact that v* £ BV{Q) and [i>*| = 1 a.e. in O yields some important properties
for the jump set. In order to get some insight for this type of result, let us first consider
the one dimensional case, which captures already some of the essential features of the
problem.

2.1.1 The case N = 1

Let Q — I be a bounded interval of R. We have

Proposition 2.2. Let v e BV(I), \v\ — 1 a.e.. Then v has only a finite number £ of
jumps a i , . . . , at, and there exists x £ {—151} such that

X O,i\

Proof. The result follows immediately from the definition of the BV norm in dimension
one: it is the sum of the L1 norm and the total variation Vj, defined by Vi(v) —

) ~~ v(xi)\ ? {xi} partition of / } . •

Remark 2.2. Note that if v* is given by (8), then J* = Vv* = 2xSf=i(—
in particular \\J*\\ — 2£.

Next we show inequality (1) in dimension one, that is



Proposition 2.3. i) Let v* given by (8). Then for any sequence (V£)Q<£<I such that
v£ —> v* in L1 as e —> 07 we have

\iminfeSe(ve) > ^ £ . (9)

ii) The bound (9) is sharp, i.e. there exists a sequence (u£)o<e<i such that u£ —» v*
in L1, as e —> 0, and

^ . (10)e { e ) ^

Proof, i) Going back to the first inequality in (5), we have

$ *
\((v£)\ < V2s££(v£). ( 11 )

On the other hand, ((v£) —> C(u*) in -̂ /1
5
 a n d lower semicontinuity of the total variation

gives

limmf ^ |VCW| > /^ [VC(^)[ • (12)

Since C(v*) — \v*i w e have Jn IVC^*)! — \H-> and (9) follows.

ii) The main idea is to construct an optimal profile (on the whole of R) for the transition
from —1 to +1. Indeed, consider the problem

-v = v(l - v2), u(-oo) = - l , v(+oo) = l . (13)

Actually, it is elementary to show that the solution is the unique minimizer (up to
translations) of £\ subject to the above boundary conditions. It is explicitely given by
the formula v(x) — tanh(-^=).

Next set

{ (^) (14)

A few computations show that u£ —> v* in L1, and

^ )) , (15)

for some constant K > 0. •

Remark 2.3. Multiplying equation (13) by v we obtain the pointwise equality

2v2 = (1 - v2)2 . (16)

This yields the equipartition of energy for u£

^ ^ 2 2 | ) ) . (17)



More generally, for any sequence we verifying statement ii), it is elementary to prove
equipartition of the energies

\2)2

l-L+o(l). (18)

This equality holds also in higher dimensions (see Proposition 2.5).
We would like to draw the attention of the reader that in the scalar case considered

here the exact form of the optimal profile plays a central role in the analysis. We will
see that in the complex case the exact form of the optimal profile does not really enter
in the corresponding theory.

Remark 2.4. In view of (15), we see that the interaction between jumps is exponen-
tially weak.

2.1.2 The case TV > 2

Let Q be a bounded domain in M.N, N > 2. As in dimension one, the fact that
v* G BV{Q) and |̂ *[ = 1 a.e. in Vt allows to deduce regularity properties for the jump
set of v#, which are best expressed in the language of Geometric Measure Theory.
More precisely, we have

Proposition 2.4. Let v* G BV(£l), \v*\ = 1 a.e.. There exists a set E C O of finite
perimeter in Q, such that v* = 2\E ~ 1> where \E is the characteristic of E. In
particular, the jump set of v* is (N — l)-rectifiable, and 2Pernf(E) — fn |Vi>*| = || J*||.

Comment, i) We recall that a set E C RN is fc-rectifiable, for 1 < k < N, if it
has locally finite A;-dimensional Hausdorff measure l~tk, and is contained, up to an
T-^-negligible set, in a countable union of fc-dimensional surfaces of class Cl. For such
sets, the tangent space Ta,n(E, x) is well-defined in a measure theoretic sense for 1-Lk

a. e. x G E. An important aspect of rectifiable sets is that they are limits of finite
unions of fc-dimensional polyhedral sets in a suitable weak norm.

ii) The proof of Proposition 2.4 is far from being elementary, and relies on De Giorgi's
theory of finite perimeter sets. More precisely, let w* G BV(Q) (so that Dw* is a
measure), and |u>*| = 1 a.e.. Let Qf = {x G 0 , w*(x) = ±1}. Then Dw* is supported
on the (N — l)-rectifiable set d*Q,f, the reduced boundary of Q,f. [For the definition
of reduced boundary, see e.g. [30]; the reduced boundary is included of the usual
topological boundary. In the smooth case they actually coincide, but in general they
may be different].

The ^-dimensional analog of Proposition 2.3 is the following

Proposition 2.5. i) Let v* G BV(Q), |v*| = 1 a.e.. Then for any sequence (vs)0<e<i
such that ve -> v* in L1 as e —> 0, we have

\\mMs££(v£) > ^ / |V^| = ^IIJ.H = ^Pem(E). (19)



ii) The bound (19) is sharp, i.e. there exists a sequence (u£)o<e<i such that u£

in L1, as e —> 0, and

^ / [V^| ^ | | J.| | ^Pern(E). (20)
3 ifi 3 3

Comment . The previous proposition is a classical example of F-convergence (see [25])

Sketch of the proof. The proof of i) is identical to the proof of i) in Proposition 2.3.
The easiest way to prove ii) is to use an approximation of E by a set with a polyhe-

dral boundary in O. Then the ue are constructed using essentially the optimal profile
(rescaled at the level e) in the orthogonal direction to the approximating boundary.

2.2 The complex case

Here we will consider u : Q ->• C ~ R2, so that E = {y e C, V(y) = 0} = {y e
C, \y\ = 1} = S1. A new type of singularity can appear here, due to the fact that
7Ti(Sl) = Z / 0. Interesting new cases of topological defects appear therefore for
planar O, i.e. for N — 2 (this is somewhat similar to the one dimensional case for
scalar problems).

2.2.1 Vortices

We start the discussion here with a minimization problem which, in a vague sense,
corresponds to the selection of optimal profiles. For that purpose, let O = D2 = {z G
C ~ M2 , \z\ = 1}, and consider a regular function

g : dtt = S1 -> S1

with winding number d ̂  0. In contrast to the scalar case, there is of course a large
choice of boundary conditions verifying \g\ — 1. Let us consider next the minimization
problem

J i f { £ ( ) v E HKD

If d / 0, any minimizer for ££ has to vanish at some points. Moreover, it can be proved
that Hg(D2, Sl) — 0, and therefore I£ diverges as e —> 0. The asymptotic analysis here
is of course more involved, since we have PDE's instead of ODE's. It was initiated in
[7], where the following was established.

Proposition 2.6. Assume d > 0, and let ue be a minimizer for ££. Then we have

E£{ue) = 7Td\ loge| + 0(1) , ^ ^ ( 1 - k | 2 ) 2 = 0(1) . (21)

Moreover, there exists d points a i , . . . , oy in Q, and a harmonic function (p : Q —>•
such that u£ —>• u% as e —)• 0 m M/1;P(Q) /or any p < 2, and in Cfoc{£l \ { a i , . . . ,
where

. \ T—T Z (-hi

,"l z "



The points a,-L are usually called "vortices" (in analogy with the terminology of
fluid dynamics). Since (f is harmonic, it is completely determined by the boundary
condition and the location of the points a^. As a matter of fact it can be proved that
the configuration ( a i , . . . , a</) is not arbitrary, but minimizes a suitable renormalized
energy (i.e. independent of e). Again, the boundary condition enters in an essential
way in the definition of this energy.

Remark 2.5. As the reader might already have noticed, there are strong analogies
between the 1-dimensional scalar case and the planar complex case: clearly vortices
and jumps play a somewhat similar role. Let us stress however a few differences:
i) the typical energy necessary to the formation of a vortex is of order | log e |, whereas
for jumps it is e~l;
ii) from (21) one sees that there is no energy balance in the complex case, and the
diverging part of the energy is concentrated in the gradient term;
iii) in a (vague) sense, jumps do not "interact", whereas vortices do. Their interaction
is governed by the renormalized energy.

Another striking difference concerns the way the theory has been developed in
both cases. Indeed, PDE techniques have played an important role in the starting
development for the complex case, while the emphasis was put first, for the scalar
case, on variational methods (e.g. compactness, F-convergence...).

Remark 2.6. Consider the boundary condition g(z) — z — /d^i, which is the simplest
possible with non-zero winding number.

It is natural, due to the symmetries in the problem, to seek solutions of the form

where z = rexp(i0) (in polar coordinates), and f£ : R+ —»• R is smooth and such that

/e(0) = 0, fe(r) = l f o r r > e , | / ' | < 2e~\ (22)

a simple computation shows that

h <£e{Ws) <7T | l0ge |+K,

which establishes the upper bound for Ie. Actually, it has been proved that the
minimizers u£, for small s, do have radial symmetry [23, 26]. Moreover, as in the
scalar case, we may define an optimal profile (although it is not given by an explicit
formula). More precisely, there exists a unique function / : K+ —> R satisfying

/2) on[0,+oo)
/(o) = o . {3)

Then we have

10



and
ue(z) -> u*(z) = as e -» 0, in W1* , p < 2 ,

and in C^c(.D2\{0}). The map u*(z) — £/|z| realizes thus the prototypical singularity
that can appear in the asymptotics for minimization problems.

2.2.2 The quest of compactness

As in the scalar case, the energy bound Ee{v£) < M0|loge| enables to derive some com-
pactness for the sequence {V£)Q<£<\. However the discussion is a little more involved.
Indeed, a simple example shows that no general compactness result for reasonable
norms can be derived, due to possible divergences in the phase. Take, for instance

with

w£(z) = exp(i<p(z)yf\ l o g e \ ) ,

non-constant smooth function. We have \w£\ — 1, hence

&
I Jn

VwJ2 = Jn\V<p\2<K\\oge\.

On the other hand, \Vwe\ — O{\ loge]1/2), so that any norm of the gradient will diverge
as s -> 0. Actually, even for solutions of the stationary Ginzburg-Landau equation,
no compactness has to be expected even in L1 (see [14]).

However, one may split the contribution of the "topological" part from the rest of
the phase to assert, in analogy with Remark 2.1, ii), (see [2])

Proposition 2.7. Let Mo > 0 and (v£)e>Q, v£ : Q, —>• C such that

££{ve) < M0 | loge| .

Let G CC O, be a smooth open simply connected set. Then, there exists a subsequence
£n —^ 0; & points CLI, ..., a,£ G G, integers rfi,..., di ^ 0, with Yl\ \d%\ < K', for some
constant K' depending only on Mo, and functions cp£n : G —> R such that

G

and

exp(-i<^J -> []
Z — d;

inHs(G), s< 1.

Notice that in the previous example, £ = 0 (i.e. there are no vortices) and taking
loge|, one may write, as above,

11



Sketch of proof: the idea is to introduce a regularization of v£ in order to get rid of
possible "small dipoles" (i.e. pairs of vortices having opposite multiplicities and whose
distance is say o(e:1//2)), and to keep only the "relevant" part of the vorticity of v£.

Assume for simplicity that \v£\ < 2, and consider a minimizer w£ of

u —
£

Then w£ verifies the perturbed Ginzburg-Landau equation

W£ — V£ 1 i | 2 \

£ e2

One can easily show that 8£{w£) < E£{v£) < Mo\ loge|, and

(24)

w£-v < 2M0e:|loge|.

Performing a change of scale, and denoting

w(x) = w(ex),

we are then led to the equation

1
O

w£ - v£ = Aw£ + — w£(l - \w£\
2),

(25)

(26)

and the left hand side in (26) is bounded in L°°. Many techniques developed in
the context of the stationary Ginzburg-Landau equation (see [7, 31, 11]) apply to
(26). In particular, on G, the maps w£ will have a finite number of vortices, bounded
independently of e. More precisely, for any 1/2 < 5 < 1, there exists points af,..., af,
integers d\,..., d\, and a constant A > 0 such that \w£\ > 5 on G \ u{B(af, Xe), and

d6-
w£(z)

where (p£ : G —>• R are suitable functions. Moreover, we have

w£ — i

(27)

(28)

so that, for s < 1, \\w£ — V£\\H* < Cea, for some 0 < a < 1, and after a few simple
computations the conclusion follows. •

Comment, i) Theorem 2 shows that the possible lack of compactness is merely due
to the phase (which is a real-valued function). On the other hand, the "topological"
contribution due to the vortices is essentially compact.

ii) In view of the previous remark, some topological properties of the level sets
of ££ can be reduced to the properties of the level sets of the renormalized energy
on the space of configurations of vortices (which is finite dimensional). This fact has
been used in [2, 29, 33, 12] in order to find solutions to the stationary equation by
variational methods (mountain pass, Ljusternik-Schnirelman theory, e t c . ) .

12



2.2.3 Compactness for Jacobians

A related but conceptually different approach for locating the vorticity for maps v£ sat-
isfying the bound S£{v£) < M0 | loge| has been proposed first in [20] and, independently,
in [1].

The main idea here is to look at the Jacobians of v£, which allows to characterize
its topological part. More precisely, for v = (vl,v2) : 0 —)• M2 a smooth map, its
Jacobian Jv is the 2-form defined by

Jv = dvl A dv2 - -d(vldv2 - v2dvl).

In two dimensions, it may be identified with a scalar function, namely

Jv — det(Vi;) = vx x vy ,

where, for a, b G M2, a x b = alb2 — a2bl. Note that vx x vy = 0 whenever vx and vy

are colinear. Hence, when \v\ = 1, we have Jv = 0. In particular, oscillations in the
phase of v are not "seen" by its Jacobian Jv.

It is then proved that

Propos i t ion 2.8. Let v£ : Q —> M2 swc/i that 8£(v£) < M0 |log£:|. Then there exists
a subsequence en —> 0, I points a i , . . . , a g G O7 a n d integers d\,...,di ^ 0, wz'i/i
Z)i \d>i\ < i^'7 / o r some constant K' depending only on MQ, such that

i

Jv£ —̂  J* = vr Y^ didn. in [Cf?'a(fi)l* , for any a > 0 . (29)

Remark 2.7. i) Recall that the corresponding result in the one dimensional scalar
case would be v£n —> 2xX)i=i(~~l)^ai (see Remark 2.1).

ii) Proposition 2.8 could also be derived using Proposition 2.7. However, the ap-
proaches in [20, 1] are more complete and give also interesting results for higher energy
levels than the ones considered here.

2.2.4 F-convergence

The following result, stated in [20, 1], has to be compared with Proposition 2.3.

Proposition 2.9. i) Let J* be as in (29). Then for any sequence (V£)Q<£<I such that
Jv£ —̂  J* in [C^a(Q)}* as e —> 0, we have

I 1 TY~1 1 T l T - — J> / TT" X / " / •

11111 1111 ~. 7 -^ O%\\ /i / W7 .

e^o |loge| - ^
ii) The bound (30) is sharp, i.e. there exists a sequence {U£)Q<£<\ such that Jue

J* in [C°c'
a{n)}* ase->0, and

[ log £ [
(31)

i-l

13



Proof, i) If the l.h.s. of (30) is equal to infinity there is nothing to prove. Therefore
we may assume without loss of generality that Se{ve) < M0|loge|. Thus, going back
to Proposition 2.7, we have £e{we) < ££(v£), and Jw£ —> J* as e —>• 0 by (28), and we
may work now on w£ instead of ve. The main advantage is that the vorticity of w£

is located, in view of (27), in a finite number of disjoint balls of size e, and \we\ > 5
outside the balls, where 1/2 < S < 1 is fixed. Then, elementary computations (see [7],
Chapter 1) show that

8£{w£) > \\oge\S2TT J2\di\-K, (32)
i-l

for a constant K > 0 independent of e. The conclusion follows by letting e —>• 0 and
then 5 -> 1.

ii) For j — 1 , . . . , di, let b\^ — ai + lloge]""1 exp(i2irj/di). Consider the map

«.M = n fU(* - &y 7^§v (33)
i=lj=l IX °i,j\

where f£ is defined as in (22). Elementary computations show that the sequence ue

enjoys the desired properties.
•

2.2.5 The case N > 3

Since in dimension two vortices are points, and therefore codimension two defects, one
expects, likewise, that in higher dimensions defects for the complex Ginzburg-Landau
functional will concentrate on sets of codimension two. The following result, first
proved in [20] gives a precise formulation of that.

Proposition 2.10. Let (ve)o<e<i be a sequence such that Ee{v£) < M0|logff|. Then,
for a subsequence en —>• 0 ;

JvEn - J* m [Co
c>

a(n)}*, (34)

where ^ J* is an (N — 2)- (integer multiplicity) rectifiable current without boundary.

Comment, i) We recall some terminology from Geometric Measure Theory. A k-
dimensional current on Q is an element of the dual of the space of smooth fc-forms
with compact support in Q. A fc-current is called rectifiable if it can be represented
by integration over a /c-rectifiable set, with an integer valued density function.

ii) The proof of Proposition 2.10 in [20] relies on reduction to the two dimensional
case by slicing arguments.

A different proof has been derived independently in [1]: the strategy is to approx-
imate the Jacobian of ve by polyhedral currents with uniformly bounded mass, and
then apply the classical Federer-Fleming compactness theorem.
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The corresponding F-convergence result (i.e. the generalization of Proposition 2.9
to higher dimensions) is proved in [1].

To conclude Section 2, we emphasize once more that, for maps v£ verifying the
energy bound

£e(ve)<Moke,

the topological defects concentrate on N — d-dimensional sets with some regularity
(i.e. they are rectifiable). In view of inequalities (19), (30), the concentration set for
defects is also a concentration set for the energy (however, for arbitrary maps, energy
might concentrate outside J*).

Finally, we also would like to point out that, even though J* is rectifiable, its geo-
metrical support might not be closed, so that in particular, the distributional support
could be the whole domain.

3 Properties of (GL)e in the scalar case
We consider first the case Q = / is an interval of EL Although this case is extremely
simple, and although most of the questions reduce to ODE, we believe it gives some
insight in the general picture.

3.1 The case £7 = / is an interval of R
Let Q — I be an interval of R. Equation (GL)e becomes the ODE

1

Multiplying (35) by ve we obtain the conservation law

vE =-~ve(l - \ve\
2) in I . (35)

2Ue %2

On the other hand, we have

(36)

d•2 dv
< 0. (37)

dx

Concerning boundary conditions we are going to consider two special cases

\ \ T — (_-] -\\ „, (_-\\ — _ i „, (-\\ — -t

B) / — (0,1), ve(0) — 0 , ^e(l) — 0 (homogeneous case) .

In both cases, the maximum principle applies to (37), and yields

\vE\ < 1 .

Boundary conditions A. In this case, we have the following result.

15



Proposition 3.1. There exists a unique solution ue to (35) satisfying boundary con-
ditions A. This solution is minimizing, increasing and odd (i.e. u£{x) — —u£(—x) for
each x G [—1,1]). Moreover, \ue(x)\ < — for each x G [—1,1], where C is a constant
independent of e.

Proof. One easily obtains a solution u£ by minimization. Next let v£ be an arbitrary
solution of (35) verifying A. The main point is to establish the following claim

ve{0) = 0, and ve(x) < 0 on [-1,0]. (38)

To this aim, consider the point xQ — inf{a: G [—1,1] v£(x) — 0}. Suppose first that
XQ < 0: we will show that this leads to a contradiction. Set

w£(x) = v£(x) on [—l,xo] and w£(x) =—V£(2XQ — x) on [xo, 2XQ + 1].

One verifies that we is of class C1, and since t(l — t2) is odd, w£ solves the equation on
[—1, 2XQ + 1]. It follows by Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem, that we = v£ on [—1, 2x0 + 1].
In particular, v£(2x0 + 1) = w£(2x0 + 1) = —v£(—l) = 1.

On the other hand, by the maximum principle, v£ < 1, hence vs(2x0 + 1) = 0. By
unique continuation we have ve = 1, a contradiction. We show likewise that the case
XQ > 0 is impossible, whence x0 — 0, i.e. i>e(0) = 0, and v£(x) < 0 on [—1,0]. The
claim is proved.

The next step is to establish the uniqueness on [—1, 0] of a negative solution veri-
fying vs(—l) = —1, v£(0) = 0. The other properties follow easily. •

As already mentioned, the parameter e corresponds to a characteristic lenght. In
order to study the asymptotic behavior of u£ as e —> 0, it is convenient to introduce
the change of variables x —> | , and the function u£ (x) — u£ {ex), in such a way that ue

verifies

-tiE = u£(l - \u£\
2) on IE = [—, - ] , ue{±~) = ± 1 . (39)

Proposition 3.2. i) u£{x) —> tanh(-^) uniformly on M as £ —>• 0. In particular,
u£(x) —>• u*{x), where u*{x) — —1 if x < 0, u*(x) = 1 if x > 0.

ii) We have the energy balance -u2
e — —-(1 — u2)2 + o(l). (40)

c\ fey

iii) The energy diverges as e"1, more precisely 8£{u£) = h o(l) . (41)

Proof. By classical arguments one easily shows that ue has a uniform limit v verifying
the optimal profile condition:

v is increasing, v(—CXD) = —1, V(+CXD) — 1, v(0) = 0 , —v — v(l — v2) on R.

By the conservation law (36), we have 2v2 — (1 — v2)2. Since v is increasing, we deduce

y/2V = 1 - V
2 , (42)
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and therefore, since v(0) — 0, we may integrate (42) to deduce that

r<x) dvr<x) dv x
Jo 1-v2 = ^ 2 '

This proves i). For ii) remark that, by i), « e(±l) —> 0, and (40) follows integrating
the conservation law (36).

Finally, for iii) we write, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

j) = l- (43)

Since by (40) the two terms in (43) are "almost" equal, (41) follows. •

Homogeneous conditions B. Here v£ verifies the equation

-ve = ^v£{\ - v2
£), ve(0) = v£(l) = 0. (44)

It is straightforward to establish the existence of a minimizing solution u£. Note that
—u£ is also a minimizing solution (since ££ is an even functional).

Proposition 3.3. i) / / e > TT"1, the only minimizing solution is zero. If' e < it~l,
then the set of minimizing solutions is given by {u£, — u£}, where u£ is strictly positive
on (0,1).
ii) Every solution which does not change sign is minimizing.

Proof, i) First notice that £e{0) — -^• For v G HQ([0, 1]), v / 0, we have the expansion

0 £2

If e~2 < 7T2 (which is the smallest eigenvalue of the operator —v on HQ([0, 1])), we
have, for any v € i7g([0,1]),

1
2

and hence
£e(v) > £e(0) for any v ^ 0.

If £ < 7T, taking v\ — Asin(Trx), we have

Se(vx) = ~(\ ~ TT2)A2 f sm2(7rx) + A4 f sin4(7rx) + £e(0).
£ JO JO

Choosing A sufficiently small, we obtain ££{v\) < £e(Q).
For the last statement in i), it suffices to show that if u£ is minimizing, then ue does

not vanish: the conclusion will then follow from assertion ii), which we will prove later.
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To see that u£ does not vanish, notice that \u£\ is also minimizing, hence a solution of
(44). In particular, if |we(:co)| — 0? then U£(XQ) — 0. By unique continuation we obtain
u£ = 0, a contradiction.

ii) Observe first that every positive solution has to be convex and symmetric with
respect to | (i.e. v(x) — v(l — x)). Next we claim:
if V\ and v2 are two distinct positive solutions such that

then we have V\ > v2.
To prove the claim, we argue by contradiction. Otherwise there would exists x0 G

(0, \) such that Vi(x0) = v2{x0), Vi(x0) < v2(x0). By (36),

0 < ^(O)]2 - [v2(0)]2 = [Vl{xQ)f - [hMf,

a contradiction. To conclude, we multiply the equation for v\ by v2 and proceed also
vice versa, then we substract and we obtain, after integration by parts,

/ • l

/
Jo
/

o

This implies that either one of the solutions is identically zero, or they coincide. •

The previous proposition leads to a complete classification of all solutions. We
denote by u£, pour e < TT"1, the positive solution of problem B. We verify that ue -> 1
as e —> 0, that u£(ex) —> tanh(-^), and that outside the boundary layer in 0 and in 1,

(i.e. convergence to 1 is exponentially fast). Moreover,

^ ic£\ue) —

for some constant c > 0.
For k G N* we consider next the interval /& — [0, A;""1], and the function

U*(x) = uk£(kx) for x e Ik,

so that if ke < IT"1, i.e. e < (kir)"1, U^ is well defined. Then, we may construct a
solution uk

e{x) to (44), for k < [(TTS)'1], by setting

Classical arguments then show

) V a r G l p ^ i ] , i = l , . . . ,Ar. (45)
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Proposition 3.4. Let N — [(TTS)
 1 ] . Then problem (44) has exactly N pairs of

non-zero solutions {uk , —uk}, given, for k — 1 , . . . , N, by (45).

Remark that, for k fixed,

uk
£ -> uk = TT (•: - ) , where m — j , as e -> 0 . (46)

This shows that the limit verifies \uk\ = 1 and has exactly k — 1 equidistant jumps.
In particular, the configuration of the jumps is not arbitrary as in general setting of
Section 2, but is strongly imposed by the equation.

3.2 The case O C RN, N > 2

A minimization problem for Ee. Here the equation becomes an elliptic PDE with
Dirichlet boundary conditions g£.

We first consider a simple example where fi = D2, and the boundary data g£ :
dD2 = S1 —> R has essentially two jumps, and \g£\ = 1 away from the jumps. Take
for instance, for — TT < 9I < 92 < TT given,

)) = f{e-\6 - By)) if 0! - e < ^ < ^ + e,

) - - / ( s " 1 ^ - 6>2)) if e2 - e < e < e2 + e,

and |<7e(exp(z0))| = 1 otherwise, in such a way that ^e G C0O(51). Here / : R -> R
represents a C°° function such that f(t) = 1 if t > 1, f(t) = —1 if t < — 1. We see that
9s —> 9* as e —> 0, where <?* = 1 if 9 < 9 < #2, g* = — 1 otherwise.

Let u£ be a minimizer for £e on Hge(D
2). Following the F-convergence analysis of

Section 2, suitably modified in order to take into account the boundary conditions (see
for instance [25, 31]), one proves that ue converges in L1 to u*, where \uj\ — 1 in D2,
u* — 1 in Qi, M* — — 1 in D\ \ Q. Here Qi = D2 D P, where P is the half-plane whose
boundary is the line passing through exp(i#i) and exp(z^) containing the segment
S = {exp(i^), 9\ < 9 < ^2}- In other words, u* is of modulus 1 and has a jump on
the interface given by the segment S. Moreover,

£e{ue) — 1 exp(i#i) — exp(i^2)| + o(l) as e —> 0 ,
o£

i.e. the cost of the interface is the product of its lenght times the cost of a single jump
in dimension one.

The minimality of u£ is expressed at the level of the interface S by the fact that it
represents the curve of minimal lenght joining the singularities of g* (and is therefore
a line segment).

In dimension (JV > 3) a similar phenomenon appears: the interface S is a minimal
surface bounded by the singular set of g*. Moreover,

££{ue) ~ ^luN-\S) as £ -• 0 .
o£
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One thus sees that this problem is closely connected to a classical geometric problem,
that is the Plateau problem for minimal surfaces.

Critical points of Se. One may ask if the results obtained in dimension one through
ODE techniques can be extended to higher dimensions. Concerning the homogeneous
Dirichlet problem (i.e. g£ — 0 on <9fi), the following results can be established:

i) The number of pairs of solutions of opposite sign is at least L, the number of
eigenvalues of the Laplacian strictly less than s~2. This partially extends the result in
Proposition 3.4. The proof is more involved and relies on the fact that the functional
is even, the analysis of the linearized operator near the special solution u = 0, and
then on the use of genus theory.

It is however not clear that the number of pairs of solutions is exactly L. In
particular, for a given K > 0, no lower bound on the number of solutions with energy
smaller than Ke~l is available.

ii) The minimizing solution ue is positive and different from zero for e2 < AT/1, where
Ai represents the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian. This solution ue converges to 1,
and we observe a boundary layer effect on <9fi. Moreover,

Uniqueness of positive solutions for small e has been established by Angenent [5]. The
proof relies on Leray-Schauder degree theory.

iii) Consider next a sequence v£ of solutions to (GL)e verifying the energy bound (.Ho).
In view of the analysis of Section 2 it can be proved that, for a asubsequence en,
v£n —> v*, where v* G BV(Q), \v*\ — 1. Moreover, the limiting jump set is a minimal
surface in a generalized sens (more precisely, a stationary varifold), see [17].

4 Properties of (GL)£ in the complex case

4.1 The critical case N = 2

In contrast to the scalar case, there is of course a large choice of boundary conditions
verifying \g\ — 1. The general situation where Q is a smooth bounded starshaped
domain in R2 was analyzed in [7].

Theorem 4.1. Let O C M2 be a smooth bounded starshaped domain, g : dQ —> .S1

and w£ G H^(£7;R2) a critical point of the Ginzburg-Landau functional ££. Then there
exists K > 0 such that

£s(w£) < K\ loge|, A / (1 - H 2 ) 2 < K •
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Moreover, there exists points
a harmonic function (p : Q, —>

, where

,..., at in Q,, integers d\,...,
such that we —> w* m VF1

7̂  0, with I < K, and
/or an?/ p < 2 and in

The integers ê  are the multiplicities of the vortices. Since cp is harmonic, it
is completely determined by the boundary condition, the location of the points 04
and their multiplicities. As a matter of fact it can be proved that the configuration
(ai, di),... ,(a,£: di) is not arbitrary, but has to be critical for a suitable renormalized
energy (i.e. independent of s). Again, the boundary condition enters in an essential
way in the definition of this energy.

4.2 The case N > 3
Since in dimension two vortices are points, and therefore codimension two defects, one
expects, likewise, that in higher dimensions defects for the complex Ginzburg-Landau
functional will concentrate on sets of codimension two.

Let Q be a smooth bounded, simply connected domain in M.N, N > 3. For e > 0
a small parameter, consider solutions w£ : O —> C of the Ginzburg-Landau equation
with Dirichlet data g£ in if1//2(c)Q; C). We assume moreover that there exist positive
constants Mo, Mi, M2 such that w£ and g£ verify conditions (HI), (H2), (H3) or
(H3bis) below.

£s{We

\9e Hl/2{dQ

9e

l r ,
- / V^e2 Jon

) < Mo lo

) <Mi,

= 1 a.e. in dQ,

2 + 7 ^ / (l-b£
2)2<M2 logs

(HI)
(H2)

(H3)

. (H3bis)

Theorem 4.2. Letw£ be a solution of (GL£) satisfying {HI), (H2), {H3) or (H3bis).
Then, for a subsequence en —>• 0; there exist a map w* G Wl'p(Q,), VI < p < ]^ZT,
a map g* G Hll2{dD) such that

i) 110*1 — 1 on Q, |^*| = 1, w* — g% on dQ;

li) w£n - • w. in W^(Q) , gSn - g, m

in) div(w* x Vio*) = 0 in Q;

iv) as measures, where [i* is a bounded measure on Cl.
logs,

Set EM — suppdi*).

v) EM Z5 a closed subset ofCl with ?/iV~2(S/ti) < +CXD;
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vi) w* G C°°(O\SM) and for any ball B(xo,r) included in 0\EM there exists a
function <p* G C°°(B(xQ,r)), such that A(p* — 07 w* = exp(i(/?He);

vii) w£n —)• w* in Ck{K), for any compact subset KofQ\ EM;

viii) EM is %N~2 -rectifiable; /i* is a stationary varifold.

Remark 4.1. i) Statement viii) uses crucially the analysis of Ambrosio and Soner [4].
ii) In case w£ is minimizing, then SM is an area-minimizing integer multiplicity

rectiflable current (see [21, 28, 20, 1]).
iii) More generally, the following equation has been considered:

i I logdctrr) • Vw — Aw H—^w(l — \w\2) + I log e\2d(x)w , (47)

where c and d are smooth functions on O. The Ginzburg-Landau equation for su-
perconductivity, as well as the travelling wave equation for (NLS)e are included as
particular cases of this equation. In [9], an analysis similar to the analysis in Theo-
rem 4.2 was carried out for equation (47). The main difference is that the varifold
associated to ;u* is no longer stationary, but satisfies the curvature equation

H{x) — -k c(x) A*-r~ I , for /z*-a.e. i G S , ,
\ dfi*J

where H{x) denotes the generalized mean curvature of the varifold associated to /i* at
x, the measure J* — d{w* x dw*) is the Jacobian of w*, and ^ is the Radon-Nykodim
derivative of J* with respect to /i*.
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